
   A LA CARTE WEDDINGS
We know that wedding planning can be daunting – particularly in NYC where giant price tags can 
dash your wedding dreams. So we’ve come up with a way to provide wedding flowers that are more 
economical, without sacrificing design.

Our A La Carte Wedding Menu marries our house aesthetic (think organic in feel, textured, beauti-
ful but interesting, and just the teensiest bit wild), with your palette and your needs. If you like what 
we do, and have a flower budget under $6,000.00, this service might be the right one for you.

How do we accommodate a lower budget and still keep everything gorge? Simple. During our thirty 
minute phone consultation you will tell us about your style, your palette and your vision, and then 
can relax and leave the rest up to us. By minimizing consulting we are able to accommodate smaller 
weddings without sacrificing design. 

True, you will not enjoy complete design collaboration with us as our full service couples do, nor 
will you have premium Ranunculus imported from Japan in your wedding flowers, but you will be 
able to focus on other aspects of your wedding while we take the lead with floral decor. And you will 
always be able to contact us with questions. Then, finally, on your wedding day, you will have the 
best flowers a season has to offer – all arranged beautifully – and for a manageable cost.  

To further accommodate your budget, we leave the set up to you. Your order will be securely 
packed and labeled, so that your Day-of Coordinator, venue, caterer, friends or family know exact-
ly where to put them on the big day. Either pick them up at our studio in Brooklyn, or have them 
delivered to your venue, and be prepared to be thrilled when you arrive at your celebration seeing 
everything looking top notch. If arranging for set up does not appeal, you of course have the option 
to pay for this service, but it might absorb quite a bit of your budget. And we like to see a couple put 
their budget into decor rather than logistics.

Lastly, our A La Carte Service is priced for you to keep everything. At the end of the evening, you 
can send your guests home with flowers or repurpose them for brunch the next day.



OUR A LA CARTE SERVICE 
INCLUDES:

• A scheduled 30 minute phone consultation with Alex 
or a lead designer.

• Palette of your choice and mixed modern romantic 
arrangements of flowers and greens

• A custom mood board



A LA CARTE MENU
(Please note that our minimum order for A La Carte 

 orders is $1,200 before taxes and delivery)

PERSONALS
Bridal Bouquet      $175.00
Bridal Floral Comb     $95.00 
Bridesmaid Bouquet     $75.00
Bridesmaid Nosegay     $50.00
Bunch of loose Flowers for Hair    $30.00 
Boutonnieres      $25.00
Corsage (pin-on, or wrist)    $55.00
Flower Girl Basket     $50.00
Flower Girl Crown     $50.00

CEREMONY
Garden Style Urns, per piece    $350.00
Flowering Branch Arrangement, per piece  $300.00
Aisle Markers, per piece    $30.00
Loose Petals  for the Aisle    $50.00

RECEPTION DECOR
Bar or Escort Table Arrangements, per piece   $250.00
Small Branch Arrangement           $150.00

TABLE DECOR
(Set up a phone call to discuss quantities)

Budvases, per piece     $35.00 
Small Centerpiece          $95.00
Medium Centerpiece             $160.00
Larger Centerpiece (large low vase)           $225.00
Garland (priced per foot)    $30.00



A LA CARTE MENU
(continued)

MISCELLANEOUS DECOR
Votive Candles (Case of 72)    $125.00
Pillar Candles in Glass Cylinders (Cases of 12)
 3x3 per case     $100.00
 3x6 per case     $135.00
 3x9 per case     $175.00

ADD ONS
Chuppah      $1,750
Arch       $1,500 
Set up and breakdown immediately following ceremony are built into Chuppah and Arch prices
Delivery      $200.00
Delivery of Personals and all Decor to the Venue, arrangements packed securely in labeled 
boxes and topped up with water, so they are ready to be placed. Please note, this does not 
include set up and/or breakdown. 
Set Up (Excluding Chuppah and Arch)   15% of subtotal
Breakdown       
 Next Day     $200.00
 Late Night     $350.00

Sales Tax      8.875% of subtotal



CONTACT

alex@alexandraabuza.com

(347)457-5147

@alexabuzadesign           alexandraabuza.com


